
The 2" thick wedi® Building Panel –  
sound possibilities in designing  
tile substrates without framework
wedi® 2" Building Panels are  
engineered to be versatile and 
strong with limitless design  
possibilities. The unique engineering 
and composition of our 2" Building  
Panel allows for easy on-site  
customization. wedi 2" Building  
Panel is lightweight and cuts 
easily, providing a durable and 
waterproof substrate, ready-to-tile 
upon installation. 

wedi 2" Building Panel is not  
just a backerboard—use it to build 
custom seats, benches, shelves, 
tub surrounds. It can be modified 
for any design form or shape, 
from curved to angled shapes. 
Using wedi building panel brings 
innovation, while also providing a 
quality, commercial grade product 
to every bathroom, shower and 
spa project, also bringing more 
power to your reputation!

> Read more
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wedi 2" Building Panels allows for a high degree of individuality, 
enabling you to create your own designs.
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Unlimited Design Flexibility
The versatility and design flexibility of wedi 2" Building Panel allows for a high degree of individuality when building structures. You are no 
longer bound by using pre-fabricated elements or heavy wooden framework, which prevent you from achieving your design. wedi Building 
Panels empower your creativity.

Using wedi Building Panel is also extremely time efficient, as it requires no extra work to get it to the ready to tile stage, because once built, 
it is ready to tile and use! Think outside the box and use our 2" Building Panel not only for seats or benches, but also as a room partition 
or free standing wall, knee walls when doubled up or as a simple divider. Whether round or straight lines, classic or eccentric forms, nearly 
every design idea can be achieved. In addition, all elements are safe and easy to use and can be tiled as desired, using any tile or stone and 
any thinset you prefer. wedi  
offers unique and completely 
new alternate solutions for  
innovative interior designs that 
demand lasting waterproof and 
solid tile substrates, achieved 
with the highest quality products.

wedi 2" Building Panels 
empower your creativity
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Totally customizable shelves, walls, countertops, and benches are easy to build  
and ready to tile in no time! 	  
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September 12–14 FIANA | Orlando, FL

October 9–12 Remodeling Show | Baltimore, MD

October 11–14 Vancouver Home & Design Show | Vancouver, BC

October 27–30 Total Solutions | Rancho Mirage, CA

November 29–30 Canada Construct Show | Toronto, ON
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Visit us at our next show! 

Want to become a wedi certified installer but haven’t been able to attend your local wedi seminar? 

Now you can get certified online! Just register at the following link http://wel.wedidatausa.com/ and 

start with the online training and certification class. Check it out and start learning today.
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